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 GRADE                      GROUPS “A” – “B”         TEACHER: CLAUDIA 
 

Hello Hello!!!! 

How are you???  Do you miss school now???  Well, I miss you all, but we need to take 
care our health staying at home. 
Have a happy weekend!!! 
Teacher Claudia. 
 

1.- Spelling: Solve the following exercises. 

 

A. Write a sentences using the words in parenthesis. 

1.- (usually) _____________________________________________________________________________ 

2.- (surprise) ____________________________________________________________________________ 

3.- (mechanic) ___________________________________________________________________________ 

4.- (omelet) ______________________________________________________________________________ 

5.- (throne) ______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

B. Count the syllables of each word and put it into the correct box. 

ONE TWO THREE FOUR 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

electrician              opinion                    experiment 
tunnel                    image                      rash 
piece                     optometrist              honor 
carnival                 brief                         bicycle 
probably               million                      equality 



C. Underline with red the words which are contained in the following words. 

chills beverage sprain percentage 

ointment pirate honesty  pressure 

vegetable  message 

D. Write a spelling word that matches the definition. 

4.- He discovers a clue to the murder. ____________________ 

5.- Is the absence of sound. ____________________ 

6.- A group of persons singing together. ____________________ 

7.- You need a bow to play it. ____________________ 

E. Represent the words with a drawing. 

omelet gymnastic ointment nickel experiment 

 

F. Repeat the following words three times. 

rhythm    

gymnastic    

scissors    

equipment    

high bood pressure    

ointment    

recognize    

business    

 

2.- Grammar: Study verbs 1 to 40. 

3.- Math: In your notebook, close work, write the date and write as title Practice. Solve the following 

exercises. 

A. Express the percentages in decimals: 
 
Five percent        _________ 
Fifty-five percent       _________ 
Five hundred fifty-five percent     _________ 
Five thousand percent      _________ 
Five thousand five hundred fifty-five percent   _________ 
 
 



B. Convert common fractions to percentages: 
 
  59          36  
 100       50 
 
 
 9        17   
10       20 
 
 
23       4 
25       8 
 
 

C. Write the multiples of the given numbers on the lines. 

 

1.- Multiples of 5, up to 40 ___________________________________________________________ 

  

2.- Multiples of 7, from 21 to 84 _______________________________________________________ 

 

3.- Multiples of 9, from 18 to 81 _______________________________________________________ 

 

4.- Multiples of 11, from 33 to 121 _____________________________________________________ 

 

D. Reduce the following fractions. Make sure they cannot be reduced again. 

a.- 
  

  
 =        c.- 

  

  
 =  

b.- 
 

 
 =        d.- 

 

  
 =  

 

E. Solve the following operations. 

 

46.91   261.09   243.6 + .982 + 8.9123 = 

x.  98     x   1.54    
 


